ECOMMERCE

The Tech Required
An ecommerce application that
has the tech you and your online
customers require built in and
continues to evolve.

PCI Secure

Fully PCI-DSS compliant and tokenized, never storing credit card data so you can’t be hacked!

Responsive

Websites aren’t just viewed on computers. Visitors use smartphones and tablets as well, so we
make sure the application is responsive to all devices.

Instinctive

Easy to navigate and quick to complete transactions. Visitors will shop more efficiently and
thereby make bigger purchases.

Built to Converge Commerce
An ecommerce application that
seamlessly interfaces your Web
presence with all other business units.

Clicks are Bricks

Truly converge commerce. All Web sales are centralized in one data store. No duplication of
records or efforts!

Cross Sell

Publish any product or service. Your customer will browse products, memberships, make
donations, and reserve tickets all in one single transaction.

Integrated

A sale is made on the site and instantly synchronizes to fulfillment. Revenues are recorded,
inventories and event capacities are adjusted, and benefits are activated.

No Coding Approach
Construct and oversee an ecommerce
website without coding or IT
assistance. Make changes faster and
easier while reducing programming
costs.

Why Wait

Tired of waiting on the developers, designers, or IT to keep your site relevant? Stop waiting and
easily update the site on your schedule.

Branded

Match your web presence to the organization’s existing branding. Insert unique headers, footers,
banners, and ads.

Bricks Make Clicks

Add navigation categories, products, and services with the click of a button. Save effort and time
by maintaining the entire site’s offerings in one place.

Low Ownership Costs
An ecommerce application that is
very affordable and scalable to your
organization’s exact needs and
budget. Once purchased, the on-going
costs will be easy to live with.

No Fees

We never charge your organization any transaction fee or commission.

Reduced Costs

Affordable hosting, annual new version subscription, and a single provider keeps costs of site
ownership down.

No Restrictions

Save on credit card fees by choosing your own processor. We do not force utilization of a single
credit card processor or bank.
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